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ABSTRACT 
An iterative procedure is proposed for computing the eigenvalues and eigenvec- 
tors of a class of specially structured Hermitian Toeplitz matrices which includes 
Hermitian Toeplitz and Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrices. The computational cost per 
eigenvalue-eigenvector for a matrix of order n is O(n’) in serial mode. Results of 
numerical experiments on Kac-Murdock-Szeg8 matrices and randomly generated real 
symmetric Toeplitz matrices and Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrices of orders as high as 
2000 are included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
be the eigenvalues of an n X n Hermitian matrix A,,, and suppose that it is 
required to compute hi and an associated eigenvector for some i in 
0,2,..., n}. To do this for a general nonsparse A,, requires O(n3) flops. In 
this paper we propose a method for solving this problem which requires 
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O(n’) flops for a class of Hermitian matrices which includes Toeplitz and 
Hankel matrices. 
The following theorem provides the theoretical basis for the proposed 
method. 
THEOREM 1. Let A,, = (u,~>~~=~ be a Hermitian matrix, and define 
and 
Let p,(h) = 1, 
p,,(A)=det(A,-Al,), 
%,(A) = 
Pl?L A) 
P,-,(A) ’ 
(1) 
Also, define 
(2) 
Let S, be the spectrum of A,,,, and S, = U ;:‘I S,,. If A is real, let Neg.(A) 
be the number (counting multiplicities) of eigenvalues of A,, less than A. For 
each A E 4,, let z,(A) = 0 and let 
lbmbn-1, 
be the solutions of the systems 
(A, - AZ,)z,(A) = um, l<m,<n-1. (3) 
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Define 
%x-l(*) 
%?n-l(*) 
Y,(*) = : !. :. %n-l,“t-l(*) -1 
417 
(4) 
Then 
%n( A) = ~,nm - * - u,“-&-l( A), l<m<n, (5) 
%i(A) = -l-ll~,,-,W12 (6) 
(Euclidean norm), and Neg,,(h) equals the number of negative quantities in 
(ql(A), qJA), . . . , q,(A)); moreover, if h is an eigenvalue of A,,, then y,(A) is 
an associated eigenvector .
Proof. We partition A,,, - Al,,, in the form 
A,,, - hl,, = I Am-, -*L-, urn-1 v,L a tnm 1 -h . (7) 
Subtract zj,,,_,(A) times column j from the last column of (7) for j = 
1 , . . . , m - 1, and invoke (3) to obtain 
A,_, - AI,_, 0 
P,(A) = 
v,“-1 a mm -A - “:-lzm-l(h) 
= bmm - * - v:-64(~)lPm-1(A)y 
which implies (5). [See Cl).] From (31, (41, (5X and CO, 
(A, -*z,>Y,(*)=-q,(*)CO,0,...,1]=. (8) 
Setting m = n here shows that if A is an eigenvalue of T,,, then y,(A) is an 
associated eigenvector. 
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To verify (6), we differentiate (5): 
= -I-- a:-,(A)@,-, - AZ,,,-r)z:n-,(A), 
where the second equality follows from (3) (with m replaced by m - 1) and 
the Hermitian symmetry of A,_ 1 - AZ,,,_ r. Differentiating (3) (with m 
replaced by m - 1) shows that 
(4,x-r - AZ,,,-,)&,(A) = a,,-,(A). 
This and the last equation imply (6). 
Now define 
A straightforward argument using (3) shows that 
. 
. . 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-= ,,-,,,-,(A) 
O1 
0 
0 
. . 
0 
1 
L.(A)(A,-AZ,)L~(A)=diag[q,(A),q,(A),...,q,(A)]; (9) 
therefore, Sylvester’s law of inertia implies the statement concerning Neg,(A). 
n 
Part of this theorem goes back at least to Wilkinson [15]. (For the 
statement concerning the inertia of A,, - AZ,, see also Browne [l].) 
Theorem 1 provides a way to compute p,(A)/p,_ ,(A) and the inertia of 
A, - AZ,,. Therefore, in principle it can be used in conjunction with a 
root-finding procedure to determine a given eigenvalue Ai of A,,, provided 
that Ai is not “too close” to an eigenvalue of one of the principal submatrices 
A,, A,,.. ,, A,_, of A,. This method is not useful for general Hermitian 
matrices, since in the absence of any special assumption on the elements of 
A, it would require O(n3) operations to solve the systems (3) for each value 
of A. However, there are important classes of matrices for which only O(n”) 
flops are required to solve (3) and compute the inertia of A, - AZ,,, provided 
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that A is not in some finite exceptional set 8” which includes 4,. For 
convenience we will say that such matrices are efficiently structured Hermi- 
tian (ESH) matrices. 
We note in passing that if A,, is a strongly nonsingular Hermitian matrix 
(i.e., if the submatrices A,,A, ,..., A,, are all nonsingular), then solving (3) 
with A = 0 yields the triangular factorization of A,‘. [See (9) with A = 0.1 
It is well known that Hermitian Toeplitz matrices 
Tn=(ti-j)Lj=l (t_, = i,) 
are ESH matrices. Indeed, for Toeplitz matrices (3) is equivalent to the 
Yule-Walker equation for A,,, - AZ,,,, and Levinson’s algorithm [II] can be 
used to carry out the computations in Theorem 1 so long as A is not in _4. 
Heinig and Rost [6] and Heinig, Jankowski, and Rost [7] have recently 
proposed several O(n2) methods for inverting Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrices, 
which are of the form 
A,=T,,+ H,, 
where T, is a Toeplitz matrix and H, is a Hankel matrix 
In Section 2 we adapt one of these algorithms to the task of solving (1) with 
O(n2) flops in the case where A,, is a Hermitian Toeplitz-plus-Hankel 
matrix; therefore, these matrices are also ESH matrices. 
Since (8) implies that - y,,(h)/q,,(A) is the last column of (A,, - AZ,)-‘, 
we see that a Hermitian matrix is an ESH matrix if and only if there is a way 
to compute the last columns of all the inverses (A,,, - AZ,“)-’ (1 Q m < a - 1) 
with O(n’> flops for A not in some finite exceptional set &n which includes 
4. Of course, this problem is closely related to another which has received 
considerable recent attention. Motivated by earlier algorithms for Toeplitz 
and Hankel matrices, many investigators have derived “fast” algorithms for 
inverting structured matrices. To relate such results to our problem, suppose 
that 
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not to the point of rendering the estimates worthless. See [14] for a 
discussion of this.) 
The possibility of exploiting Theorem 1 to compute eigenvalues of 
nonsparse ESH matrices has been largely ignored until quite recently, when 
the numerical solution of the Toeplitz eigenvalue problem began to receive 
some attention (see, e.g., [3, 5, 8-10, 141). In particular, Cybenko and Van 
Loan [3] proposed a method for finding the smallest eigenvalue of a Hermi- 
tian Toeplitz matrix A,, which is based on Theorem 1 and uses Levinson’s 
algorithm [ll] to solve (3). Th e author [14] extended their idea, and showed 
by numerical experiments that the method could successfully be applied to 
find any eigenvalue of a Toeplitz matrix which was not “too close” to an 
eigenvalue of a principal submatrix. Since then we have performed a great 
many numerical experiments with high-order Toeplitz matrices. Although the 
method proposed here is not an efficient procedure for finding all the 
eigenvalues of such matrices (the QR algorithm is better for this purpose, as 
was stated in [14]), we have used it in this way for hundreds of high-order 
matrices to see whether it is a viable method for computing any Ai for an 
arbitrary i, and to check for orthogonality of the eigenvectors. This latter 
point was not addressed in [14]. The results of these computations are 
summarized in Section 3. 
2. AN ALGORITHM FOR TOEPLITZ-PLUS-HANKEL MATRICES 
There are efficient algorithms for solving systems with Hankel matrices 
(e.g., see [13]), but we cannot use them and Theorem 1 to solve the 
eigenvalue problem, since H, - AZ, is not a Hankel matrix if H, is; 
consequently, we embed the eigenvalue problem for Hankel matrices in the 
broader problem of finding the eigenvalues of a Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrix 
A,, = T,, + H,, 
where T, is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix and H, is a real Hankel matrix. 
Obviously, An - AZ,, and all its principal submatrices are Toeplitz-plus- 
Hankel matrices. Here we present an adaptation of an 0(n2) inversion 
algorithm of Heinig and Rost 161 that we have used to compute the eigenval- 
ues of real symmetric Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrices. 
For simplicity we assume that the It,.} and (h,} are real, with t, = t_,, so 
that A,, is symmetric. (With trivial modifications we could include the case 
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where the {t,} are complex and t_, = i,, so that A,, is Hermitian.) Define 
T~~=(ti-j):~j=l> Hnt= (hi+j-2)11L,=1> (10) 
and 
Suppose that A is not an eigenvalue of any of the submatrices A r, A,, . . . , An _ r 
of A,,. The algorithm requires the recursive computation of five sequences of 
vectors. For convenience we use notation similar to that of [6] in describing 
the algorithm. 
For m > 3, define x::)(h), xjE)(h), x!:‘(A), xjz’(A), and U,,,(A) to be the 
solutions of the following systems: 
(A m -AI,)x("(A) = VI 
0 
(A,, - A~,,)x’,~)(A) = g , II ; 
(12) 
(13) 
(A,,, - Al,)xj,3’(A) = - =df - f,!?> (14 
=& - f;;', (15) 
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and 
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0 
(4” - &Ju,n(A) = f iI . (16) ;, 
With A,,, as defined by (10) and (111, the vectors z),, in (2) and fif’ in 
(15) are identical; therefore, the desired vector z,,(A) is given by 
z,,(A) = - x$(A). 
In the following we write 
[G!(A) 
xi?,(A) 
xi;'(A) = . . 
Let 
where 
w,=s,,+s,T,, 
I 0 0 .** 0 0 1 0 -.- 0 0 s,,= 0 1 *-* 0 0 . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
(j (j ..: ; (j 
1 
The recursive procedure is as follows. Suppose that x:‘(A), x:)(A), 
x:)(A), and u,,,(A) are known. Heinig and Rost [6] have shown that xl:)(A) 
can be computed as 
d4)(A) = 
W,r~)(A)-u,(A)-a,(A)x~)(A)-P,(h)z~)(A)-y,(A)l~)(A) 
m 
x$,,(A) 
' (17) 
LIep&I!S a.It? (y)z- “g ‘. . . ‘( y)“g ‘( yyg 
SX$IJWU CiqJ j0 liUE lj3!qM “03 y j0 WUIEA 3ljJ PUE l-“V “’ ’ ‘“V “V 
30 sanleAua%!a aq~ 30 SJS!SUO~ uupoZ+? s!ql 103 “2 Jas puo!$daaxa 
aql ‘aloja-IaqJ_, ‘(Ll) u! uo!sl~~p aqa &snf 01 lap10 u! .reln%u!suou S! fflIy 
- .‘v 30 (U> IdUg x+mqns (I- uc)x(r - w) lq2!!” laddn aq$ tcql aumssc 
mu aM ‘[(zT) aas] I_(U~~ - “v) 3 0 mm103 Js.~rj aql s! (y)(zx a3u!S 
0 
I-Wx 
*x z-U’x 
. : 
I.11 ! 
+ ; = %U;M 
cx Ix 
“x 0 
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and 
which completes the recurrence; that is, given xjL)(A>, x$‘(A), x::‘(A), and 
u,,(A), we can compute their counterparts at level m + 1. We can also 
c4) compute x,~ + , (A) from (17) with m replaced by m + 1, and then proceed to 
the next level. This procedure is therefore an O(n2) algorithm for solving (1). 
It should be pointed out that other O(n2) algorithms in 161 and [7] for 
inverting Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrices can also be applied to the eigen- 
value problem. Comparison of the various possible algorithms for this pur- 
pose remains a subject for future research. 
3. ADDITIONAL COMPUTATIONS WITH TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
We have continued to experiment with the algorithm given in [14] for 
computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of symmetric Toeplitz matrices. 
These computations, performed on Sun computers, were considerably more 
extensive than those discussed in [14], which were performed on personal 
computers. 
As in [14], we considered the Kac-Murdock-Szegii (KMS) matrices 
T, = (p’i-jl);j=, (0 <P < 1) (18) 
and symmetric Toeplitz matrices 
where the elements t O,. . . , t,_ i are randomly generated with a uniform 
distribution in [ - 10, lo]. All computations discussed here and in Section 4 
were performed in double precision (15+decimal places), and we stopped 
the iterations when the difference between successive iterates P,._~ and pu, 
satisfied the inequality 
lcL, - p,_ J < 0.5(1+ IPrI) x 1o-‘O. (1% 
For the Toeplitz algorithm each iteration requires approximately n2 flops. 
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TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF FRACTIONAL ERRORS {fi} IN THE EIGENVALIJES OF KMS MATRICES OF 
ORDER 1000 COMPUTED WITH THE TOEPLITZ ALGORITHM .a 
Interval 
Number of errors 
p = 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 
[lo-s, 10-T) 
[lo-“, 10-Y 
[lo-IO, 10-Y 
[lo-“,10-‘0) 
[lo-‘2,10-“1 
[lo-‘3,10-‘2) 
[lo-14,10-y 
[low’s lo-‘4) 
[lo-s,;o-‘“) 
[O, lo- 16) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 
0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 19 
1 1 2 3 3 12 12 24 33 205 
5 9 18 25 28 60 100 192 313 503 
31 73 125 192 230 392 478 517 507 219 
284 474 536 563 537 441 348 224 127 41 
506 339 259 181 178 83 54 35 15 6 
156 94 54 32 19 10 6 8 1 0 
17 10 6 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 
“Average number of iterations per eigenvalue = 10.05. 
The KMS matrices are positive definite. Their eigenvalues can be easily 
computed to any desired degree of accuracy by a method discussed in [14]. 
We computed them to fourteen decimal places by this “exact” method, and 
compared the results with the values obtained with the algorithm of [14]. 
Specifically, we computed the fractional error 
f, = IAj-ljl//ii, (20) 
where Xi and Xi are the estimates of Ai with our algorithm and the “exact” 
method, respectively. Table 1 shows the distributions of these fractional 
errors for n = 1000 and several values of p. (For example, Table 1 shows that 
230 of the 1000 fractional errors (20) were in the interval [10-13, 10-12) for 
p = 0.5.) 
It should be noted that the condition number of (18) is given approxi- 
mately by 
“= l+p” A 
*I i i 1-P 
for large n. Thus, for p = 0.9, 
(21) 
i 1000 18.9837602104045 -= 
JC 0.0526317084374335 
= 361, 
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TABLE 2 
THE FIRST TEN E,GEN”AL”ES OF KAC-MURDOCK-SZtikO MATRICES WITH p = 0.95 
AND rt = 999,1000 
Approximate eigenvalues “Exact” eigenvalues 
i n = 1000 n=lOOO n = 999 
1 0.0256410888636150 0.0256410888629868 0.0256410889896176 
2 0.0256412785297863 0.0256412785301167 0.0256412790366450 
3 0.0256415946461621 0.0256415946461555 0.0256415957858627 
4 0.0256420372178146 0.0256420372173366 0.0256420392435293 
5 0.0256426062527075 0.0256426062523870 0.0256426094184069 
6 0.0256433017625051 0.0256433017625280 0.0256433063217616 
7 0.0256441237614760 0.0256441237614755 0.0256441299673645 
8 0.0256450722642229 0.0256450722654404 0.0256450803714913 
9 0.0256461472931891 0.0256461472931294 0.0256461575529239 
10 0.0256473488655066 0.0256473488657461 0.0256473615329508 
while for p = 0.95, 
Loo 38.8649645257903 _= = 1516. 
4 0.0256410888629868 
Moreover, the smaller eigenvalues T, in (18) are closely clustered and very 
close to the eigenvalues of lower-order principal submatrices T,,_k (where k 
is small compared to n). The results show that the algorithm distinguishes 
well between clustered eigenvalues, and even though the algorithm should 
theoretically fail if, for example, an eigenvalue of T, is “too close” to an 
eigenvalue of T,, _ 1, this problem is not very serious, at least for the 
Kac-Murdock-Szego matrices. For example, Table 2 lists the first ten “exact” 
eigenvalues (i.e., those computed by the “exact” method mentioned above) of 
T,t as in (181, with p = 0.95 and with n = 999 and n = 1000. It also lists the 
ten eigenvalues as computed by our algorithm for n = 1000. It can be seen 
from Table 2 that neither the clustering of the eigenvalues of T,, nor their 
proximity to eigenvalues of Tgg9 seriously affected the accuracy of the 
results. 
To check the accuracy of the individual eigenvalues and associated 
eigenvectors of the randomly generated matrices, we computed the relative 
errors 
(22) 
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TABLE 3 
DISTRIBUTION OF ERRORS {cTi} FOR RANDOMLY GENERATED TOEPLI-R MATRICES a 
Number of errors 
n = 500 1000 2000 
Interval m=lSS 100 50 
(10S2, lo- ‘1 0 1 7 
(10-3,10-2) 1 1 32 
[10-4, 10-3) 4 39 219 
(10-5, 10-4) 31 281 1497 
[lo-6,10-Y 177 1967 8375 
[10-7,10-6) 1322 10736 30249 
[lo-&, lo-? 6657 34955 43047 
[1o-s, 10-Y 19988 40158 13643 
[lo-lo, 10-S) 17701 9575 2222 
(lo- 11, lo- lo) 3259 1683 534 
[lo- 12, lo-“) 677 528 175 
(10-‘3,10-12) 183 76 0 
‘n = order, m = number of matrices. Average number of iterations per 
eigenvalue: 10.82 (n = 500); 10.83 (n = 1000); 10.97 (n = ZOOS). 
where Ai is the approximate ith eigenvalue and y,( ii) [as defined in (4) with 
A = Ai] is an approximate hi-eigenvector. Table 3 shows the distribution of 
(ai} for 100 randomly generated matrices of order 500, 100 of order 1000, and 
50 of order 2000. (For example, Table 3 shows that ai was in the interval 
[10-8,10-7) for 35 percent of the 100,000 computed eigenvalues of 100 
randomly generated matrices of order 1000). For each randomly generated 
matrix T of order 500 we also formed the diagonal matrix D consisting of the 
computed eigenvalues and the matrix R whose columns are the correspond- 
ing computed (and normalized) eigenvectors. We then computed the recon- 
struction and orthogonality errors 
I-L= 
IIT-RDRTll and v= IIz-~nRTII 
IlTll 6 (23) 
(Frobenius norm) for each matrix, with n (the order of the matrix) equal to 
500. The results are shown in Table 4. (For example, Table 4 shows that /_L 
was in the interval [lo-‘, 10-7) for 64 of the 100 randomly generated 
Toephtz matrices of order 500, while v was in this interval for 46 of these 
matrices.) 
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TABLE 4 
RECONSTRUCITON AND ORTHOGONALITY ERRORS FOR 100 RANDOMLY GENERATED 
TOEPLI-IZ MATRICES OF ORDER 500 
Interval CL = IIT - RD@-II/ IITII V = III - nnr11/&GG 
(lo-5,10-4) 1 1 
[10-6,10-5) 2 10 
[10-T, 10-6) 33 43 
[10-B, 10-7) 64 46 
4. COMPUTATIONS WITH TOEPLITZ-PLUS-HANKEL MATRICES 
The algorithm based on Section 2 has been implemented in a Turbo 
Pascal 4.0 program written by an undergraduate assistant. Since this program 
will not run on the Sun computers available to the author, the computations 
reported on here were performed on personal computers. Consequently, they 
deal with matrices smaller than those discussed in Section 3. The computa- 
tions were performed in double-precision arithmetic with the stopping 
criterion (19). Each iteration of the Toeplitz-plus-Hankel computation re- 
quires approximately 7n2 flops for large 12. 
We computed all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 100 randomly 
generated Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrices of order 55, 100 of order 80, and 
100 or order 200. The distributions of the errors (ai} [cf. (2211 for these 
computations are shown in Table 5. Tables 6 and 7 show the distributions of 
the error parameters /J and v defined in (23). 
We also computed all the eigenvalues of KMS matrices of order 500 for 
several values of p. In doing this we actually dealt with two Toeplitz-plus- 
Hankel matrices of order 250 for each value of p. This approach is based on a 
well-known result of Cantoni and Butler [2]; namely, if 
is a symmetric Toeplitz of order 2n, then 12 of its eigenvalues are the 
eigenvalues of the Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrix 
and the other n are the eigenvalues of 
(24) 
(25) 
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TABLE 5 
DISTRIBUTION OF ERRORS {cTii) FOR RANDOMLY GENERATED 
‘rOEPI.ITZ-PI.US-HANKEL MATRICES A 
Number of errors 
n = 55 80 200 
Interval m= 100 100 100 
[lo-4,10-3) 0 0 1 
[10-S, 10-a) 0 1 0 
[10-h, 10-S) 0 0 24 
[lo-‘, 10-Y 3 8 125 
[10-X, 10-q 6 23 797 
[lo-g, 10-8) 64 202 3290 
[lo- ‘“,10-a) 376 1043 8783 
[lo- ‘1, lo- 1”) 1376 3243 6584 
[lo-‘2,10-‘1) 2812 3238 396 
[lo-‘“, 10_‘2) 833 203 0 
[lo-‘4,109’“) 3 0 0 
[O, lo- 14) 27 39 0 
’ r’= order; 100 matrices of each order. Average number 
of iterations = 12.77 (n = 55); 12.66 (n = 80); 12.70 (n = 
200). 
We computed the 500 eigenvalues of each matrix in this way and also by the 
“exact” method mentioned in Section 3. We then computed the errors (fi} 
defined in (20). The results are shown in Table 8. With n = 250 the condition 
numbers of (24) and (25) are approximately as in (21); thus, with p = 0.995, 
the condition number is approximately 15.9 X 104. 
TABLE 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF /.h = IJA - fiDfirII/ l[All FOR THE RANDOMLY GENERATED 
TOEPLIIZ-PLUS-HANKEL MATRICES OF TABLE 5 
Number of errors 
Interval n = 55 80 200 
[10-S, 10-4) 0 0 1 
[lo-e, 10-S) 0 1 1 
[10-T, 10-G) 1 0 9 
[lo-s,10-7) 3 5 53 
[lo-a, 10-Y 10 22 36 
[lo-‘o,10-9) 42 69 0 
[lo-“,lo-‘O) 44 3 0 
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TABLE ‘7 
DISTRIBUTION OF ,.h = (11 - fifkTjI/h FOR THE RANDOMLY GENERATED 
TOEPLITZ-PLUS-HANKEL MATRICES OF TABLE 5 
Number of errors 
Interval n = 55 80 200 
[lo-s, 10-4) 0 0 1 
[lo-s, 10-S) 0 1 1 
[lo-‘, 10-Y 0 3 19 
[lo-s, 1o-7) 2 5 69 
110-9, lo-“) 3 43 10 
[lo-lo, 1o-g) 7 48 0 
[lo-“, lo-‘01 4 0 0 
[lo-‘2,10-‘1) 0 0 0 
[lo-‘3,10-l? 0 0 0 
[lo-‘4,10-‘3) 84 0 0 
TABLE 8 
DISTRIBUTION OF FRACTIONAL ERRORS (fi) IN THE EICENVALUES OF KMS MATRICES OF 
ORDER 500 COMPUTED WITH THE TOEPLI’IZ-PLUS-HANKEL ALGORITHM ” 
Number of errors 
Interval p= 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.995 
[lo-8, 1o-7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
[lo-g, 10-Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 115 
[lo-‘0,10-Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 245 
[lo-“, lo-‘? 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 192 278 102 
[10-‘2,10-11) 1 0 0 2 230 136 292 177 156 27 
[lo-‘3, lo-‘? 7 436 377 9 251 336 163 106 43 7 
[lo-‘4,10-‘3) 463 57 112 126 17 28 34 23 6 1 
[10-‘s,10-14) 19 5 11 255 2 0 6 1 1 0 
10, 10 - 15) 10 2 0 108 0 0 2 1 1 0 
“Average number of iterations per eigenvalue = 10.81. 
The author thanks George Cybenko fw suggesting that the basic idea of 
[ld could be applied to Hankel matrices. He also thanks Vicente Trevifio, a 
f-r Trinity University computer science major, fw writing polished menu- 
driven Turbo Pascal 4.0 software fw implementing the two algorithms dis- 
cussed here. These implementations can be run on IBM-compatible personal 
computers equipped with math coprocessor-s. Anyone desiring copies of this 
software free of charge should send a diskette (3.5 or 5.25 in.) to the author. 
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